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A FEW DAYS ON MOUNT KENYA 

arete first day, Vincent Pyramide and Punta Gnifetti second day, 
Zumsteinspitze, Grenzgipfel and Dufourspitze of Monte Rosa on the 
third day. 

As the years went on, the shorter climbs in Tyrol and the Eastern 
Alps with their comfortable huts made more appeal, and many happy 
expeditions were made with P. J. H. Unna, J. W. Brown, Robert 
Carry and J. M. Davidson. Ortler, Konigsspitze, Cevedale~ Gross 
Glockner,- Wiesbachhorn, Todi, Wildspitze, Venediger, each name 
brings a memory and a picture. _ 

This New Year my septuagenarian legs took me to the summits 
on three successive days of three snow- and ice-clad Highland hills. 
Froin the summits I looked back over the forty-five years between to 
the first visit to Zermatt and recalled the joyous mountain days I had 
spent, and the many friends I had made on them ; and the ancient 
tag rose to my mind : 

Et ego in Arcadia vixi. 

A FEW DAYS ON MOUNT KENYA 

BY J. W. HOWARD 

N February 13, 1945, I left Nanyuki accompanied by Gabrioli, 
an Italian guide from the Burguret P.O.W. camp, and Cat
taneo, an artist, from the Nanyuki Evacuee camp. Mounting 

by easy stages with mule transport we reached the head of the 
Mackinder Valley (14,ooo ft,) at the foot of the N. face of Mt. Kenya 
on the 15th. Here we made a pleasant base camp within easy reach 
of water and firewood. A naval party from Mombasa was already 
encamped there and during our stay various other parties came and 
went. We intended to do two days of preliminary training, arrive 
at the hut on the third day and attempt the peaks on the day after. 
Cattaneo had come to sketch only, and he did so with delightful 
enthusiasm, sometimes producing as many as twenty sketches per day., 
but Gabrioli was one of a party which claimed to have reached Nelion 
on January 5· He was from Bormio in the Valtelline. 

On the I 6th we left comparatively early at 8 A.M., with the intention 
of traversing Sendeyo and Tereri, two Dolomite-like peaks on the 
north side of the Mackinder Valley entirely separate from the main 
Mt. l{enya peaks. Sendeyo is estimated at ·15,8oo ft. and Tereri at 
15,750 ft. Mounting the screes above the Lower Simba Lake we 
reached Simba Col at 9.15 A.M. and followed the long ridge leading 
from there to Sendeyo, doing some mild rock climbing on the inter-
vening ridges. · 

The E. face of Sendeyo looked steep, but on closer inspection a gully 
was discovered which led to the summit by a series of fairly difficult 
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chimneys. On the top flake there was no record of other parties 
having been there, although a cairn could be seen on the neigh
.bouring peak of Tereri. 

We roped down the W. face to a small ·col on the ridge connecting 
Sendeyo with Tereri. The prominent chockstone in the col was gained 
by an .awkward and .exposed traverse from the north. One more 
rappel and the scree slopes were reached. The rock here was very 
rotten and needed care. It had been an interesting, if somewhat 
strenuous first day. The traverse of Tereri would not have been 
possible without much toilsome reascent, which was out of the question 
so late in the afternoon. 

The climbing on Sendeyo was short but difficult. Shipton wrote 1 

in 1930 how 'on August 5 we ascended to Flake Col and from there 
made the first ascent of Sendeyo, a peak of volcanic rock (the rocks 
on the main peaks are plutonic) about 1s,8oo ft. high. The ascent is 
not interesting except for the view, although the peak has a very fine 
appearance.' Now ' Flake Col' would appear to be the col to the 
west of the two peaks (the westerly of which is Tereri according to the 
map) ; it seems therefore that he and Tilman may have climbed 
Tereri under the impression that it was Sendeyo, since there is no 
obvious' Flake Col' east of the peaks. Our' Chockstone Col' might 
conceivably be referred to as ' Flake Col,' but it would be very difficult, 
if not impossible·, to reach from below. In any case the ascent of 
Sendeyo was by no means uninteresting by our route. 

The- following day Brigadier Cullinan (of a medical party which had. 
come up from Nanyuki), Gabrioli and I climbed Point Peter, also 
about I 5,800 ft. but a buttress of the main peak. rfhe only previous 
record on the summit was of Shipton and Tilman in 1930. The route 
followed was by an obvious wide couloir on the north sid,e. Arriving 
on the N .E. ridge we roped down about 6o ft. to a ledge whe~ce easy 
rocks led to the top fiom the east. 1"he alternative to roping down 
appeared to be a difficult looking traverse which might avoid losing 
height. The descent was made by a series of long rappels down a 
narrow gully running N .E. from the summit. 

These first two days afforded valuable training and acclimatisation 
for the attempt on the main peaks ; accordingly the next day Gabrioli 
and I went up to the hut at the Curling Pond·, crossing the col which 
lies between Point Thomson and Nelion. The steep scree and snow 
slopes on the north side were exceedingly toilsome and this route, 
though more direct·, has no advantage over the ordinary way round by 
Simba Col and the Tooth. · 

The attempt on Nelion on the 19th was a failure, as the Italian was 
not only unable to remember the route but was found to be incapable 
of leading any of the difficult places on the lower part of the face. He 
excused himself by saying that he had climbed in mist the time before, 
and that he was too short to manage the difficult bits ! It seemed 
in fact extremely doubtful if he had ever done the climb as claimed. 

1 A.J. 43· 144. 
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When I went up Nelion two days later with Shackleton there was 
no record at the top of the Italian ascent. My impression is that 
Ali Kikuyu led up the difficult chimney and that the party may have 
reached the arc~te below the Great Gendarme. In any case the 
route once climbed could not be forgotten even in a mist. After much 
delay and fruitless attempts at impossible places we finally tur~ed back · 
at the base of the Rickety Crack and . descended to the Mackinder 
Valley camp the following day. Here I had the good fortune to meet 
with Dr. Shackleton, the Kenya Government Geologist, who had also 

. returned from an abortive attempt on the peaks, having also been 
forced to return from below the Rickety Crack when one of his com
panions, Col. Kekewich, had been struck by a falling stone. 

The next afternoon, February 21, we returned to the hut accompanied 
by Major Flowerdew and Major Darke, of the medical party. Briga
dier Cullinan had returned to lower altitudes with bronchitis. At the 
hut we found Dr. Melhuish and his party of five, and Capt. Bourdillon 
with four more Italians from the Nyeri Evacuee camp altogether 
fourteen people sleeping in the hut area at close on I 6,ooo ft ! 

The weather remained magnificent and by 8 o'clock on the morning 
of the 22nd Shackleton and I were starting up the rocks of Nelion. 
1\llounting rapidly Shackleton led without hesitation up the long and 
difficult chimney which forms the only serious obstacle until the Great 
Gendarme is reached. The chimney can be turned on the right by 
exposed cljmbing on the face, but the direct route leads straight up 
the chimney. By 9.30 we were in the sensational gap above the Gen-
darme and below the Rickety Crack.· Here Shackleton again took the · 
lead, chose the right way at once and was very soon calling upon me 
to follow. This section, for which there is no satisfactory belay from 
below, is very exposed and involves two steps on precarious holds until 
a flake securely jammed in the crack can be reached. The take off is 
from an outward sloping ledge which bears a strong resemblance to 
pictures I have seen of the Route aux Bicyclettes on the Grepon. To 
the right steep cliffs fall away to the Krapf Glacier, over Iooo ft. below. 

The next difficulty is the traverse across a small amphitheatre on the 
upper face of Nelion. The descent into the ·narrow couloir is some
what exposed, but the holds are good and the climbing is not technically 
difficult. We reached the top of Nelion (17,ooo ft.) at about II.JO A.M. 

and were rewarded by magnificent views in all directions, including 
a clear sight of Kilimanjaro. We halloed to the people at the hut 
and heard their answering call. No trace was found of the supposed 
ascent of the two Italians and Ali Kikuyu (Raymond Hook's native 
guide) on January 5· 

After a meal of biscuits and chocolate iced with snow we com-
menced the descent to the Diamond Glacier en route for Batian. 
{17,040 ft.). We first of all tried the north side and soon reached a 
point which required a steep but level traverse to the Gate of the Mists. 
·The powdery snow on loose scree did not, however, look inviting, so 
we turned to the south side which might be easier. This was even 
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worse vertical cliffs fell to the black ice of the Diamond Glacier. 
The alternative was to rope down from the ridge of Nelion on to the 
saddle of the Gate of the Mists, but the obvious course was to return 
to the original route on the north side, which was not difficult though 
it looked dangerous. Actually we still had plenty of time in hand to 
complete the ascent of Batian and get back to the hut in daylight in 
good conditions the traverse to the higher peak is not difficult and 
takes no longer than one hour. By this time, however, the druglike 
effect of altitude was asserting itself and all energetic movement was 
a mental as well as a physical effort ; I for one had eaten too much 
iced chocolate on the top of Nelion ! Due chiefly to my bad route 
finding and laziness, therefore, we returned to Nelion and descended 
the mountain, reaching the foot of the rocks at 4·30 P.M. Looking 
back it seems very miserable not to have persevered at Batian when 
condit~ons were so good and I regret it immensely now, but it is 
difficult to appreciate from one's armchair at sea level the apathy which 
the climber feels at 17,ooo ft. It is true that the crossing to Batian 
on nondescript snow and rock rubble is somewhat of an anticlimax after 
the magnificent rock climbing on Nelion, but the fact remains that we 
did not get to the top of Mt. I{enya. 

At the foot of the rocks hot tea in a thermos flask had thoughtfully 
been left for us by Dr. Melhuish's party whom we met shortly after
wards descending from the S.W. ridge of Nelion, scene of attempts 
by Dutton and Me1huish on the peak some twenty years ago. We ran 
down to the Mackinder Valley that evening and reached Nanyuki the 
next day. We had had perfect weather and six days' excellent climbing 
in lovely surroundings. Poor Melhuish's party had no such luck ; 
after two days at the hut one of his companions, Mr. Eric Ray, was 
carried down sick to the head of the Mackinder Valley and died there 
the evening of our return from climbing Nelion; probably ~from heart 
failure. His body was oorried down on a mule the next day to Nanyuki 
and taken to Nyeri the same night. Mrs. Wainwright, of the same 
party, and Major Flowerdew achieved something of a tour de force 
by walking down from the top hut to Nanyuki via the Mackinder 
Valley in one day and then going on to Nyeri by road, arriving there 
about midnight the same day. 

MORE ABOUT MOUNTAINS UNDER SNOW 

BY GERALD SELIGMAN 
t 

HAVE little but praise for Captain T. C. Paynter's 'Mountains 
under Deep Snow,' in the November 1945 issue of the ALPINE 
JouRNAL, but it prompts some ·observations. 

The opening paragraphs uphold what I have been trying to say, 
however inadequatt;ly, these many years : ' If British climbers are to 
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